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RIAC: A Rule Induction AlgorithmBased on Approximate Classi�cationHoward J. Hamilton, Ning Shan, Nick CerconeDepartment of Computer Science, University of ReginaRegina, Saskatchewan, Canada S4S 0A2E-mail: fhamilton,ning,nickg@cs.uregina.caAbstractWe present the RIAC (Rule Induction through Approximate Classi�cation) method for inducingrules from examples, based on the theory of rough sets. Imprecise data are generalized using a rough-setsbased approximation technique. Positive, boundary and negative regions of the target concept are de�nedusing statistical information. Then, if the concept is learnable, superuous attributes are eliminated andrules are generated. Each classi�cation rule generated by the RIAC algorithm is tagged with a certaintyfactor, which is the observed probability that an object matching the condition part of the rule belongsto the concept. Our approach treats each rule as a piece of uncertain evidence, which by itself is of littlevalue with respect to classi�cation. Our classi�cation procedure combines as many pieces of evidence(rules) as possible. Experimental results indicate that RIAC produces fewer rules that give more accuratepredictions than C4.5.Keywords: Machine Learning, Knowledge Discovery, Knowledge Representation, Data Mining, Rough Sets.
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1 IntroductionAs a branch of machine learning, knowledge discovery from databases (KDD) seeks to apply general principlesof machine learning to data stored in databases. The central question in knowledge discovery research ishow to turn information, expressed in terms of stored data, into knowledge expressed in terms of generalizedstatements about characteristics of the data.Machine learning is usually meant as sort of inductive inference, in which a sample is used to drawconclusions about the whole universe. The learning from examples inductive-inference technique extracts adescription for a concept from a set of individual observations (examples). This description can be representedin a high-level language (for example, as If/Then rules). Such generalized rules have the advantage of makingknowledge easier to understand and communicate to others, and they can also be used as the basis for anexperience-based decision support system. Algorithms for learning and re�ning classi�cation rules fromexamples include the AQ family (Michalski et al. 1983, 1986), the ID3 family (Quinlan 1993, 1986; Chenget al. 1988; Fayyad et al. 1993, 1994), and CN2 (Clark and Niblett 1989). The continuing development ofrule induction algorithms is motivated by the increasing application of knowledge discovery from databasemethods (Fayyad et al. 1993; Gemello and Mana 1989; Piatetsky-Shapiro et al. 1991) which apply inductive-inference techniques to large databases.Sets of real-world training examples are almost invariably imprecise. In such a situation, exact classi-�cation rules cannot be derived. The objective of this paper is to suggest a method, based on rough sets,for generating inexact but useful classi�cation rules from imprecise information. Rough sets theory is amathematical tool for modelling incomplete or imprecise information (Pawlak 1984, 1991). The most im-portant issue addressed in the rough sets theory is the idea of imprecise knowledge. Knowledge is impreciseif it contains any imprecise concept. A concept is precise if it can be expressed (de�ned) in terms of theassumed classi�cation patterns; otherwise the concept is imprecise (Pawlak 1991). Applications of roughsets to machine learning area are given in (Chan 1991; Gezymala-Busse 1988; Slowinski 1992; Pawlak 1991).Learnability of concepts is another important issue in inductive learning. If the learning task is to generatea description of a target concept based on a set of condition attributes, the whether or not it can be donedepends on the granularity of the information represented by the data and the target concept's characteristics,2



such as the presence or absence of noise, and whether the concept is deterministic or nondeterministic.In this paper, we present the RIAC (Rule Induction through Approximate Classi�cation) method forinducing rules from examples, based on the theory of rough sets. This method determines whether a conceptis learnable before generating rules. Statistical information is used to de�ne the positive, boundary, andnegative regions of the target concept. Each classi�cation rule generated by the RIAC algorithm is taggedwith a certainty factor, which is the observed probability that an object matching the condition part of therule belongs to the concept. The certainty factor represented the degree of certainty associated with anyconclusion produced by applying this rule. The algorithm is robust enough to cope with imperfect data. It�nds strong rules, i.e., rules that cover many cases and make highly accurate predictions (Piatetsky-Shapiro1991).The paper begins with a formal description of an attribute-value system. Approximate classi�cationbased on rough set theory is introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, our attribute selection is introduced.First, a binarized attribute-value system is created by applying the binarization technique (Quinlan 1986)to replace the original attribute-value system. Examples in the attribute-value system are partitioned bythe approximate classi�cation into equivalence classes of examples. Then, an attribute reduction techniqueis applied to eliminate superuous binary attributes, each of which corresponds to an attribute-value pair inthe original system. The e�ect is to reform approximate classi�cation by removing irrelevant attribute-valuepairs, which accelerates learning and later results in simpler rules. Rule generation is described in Section5. Our approach uses the strategy of \conquer-without-separating" to generate kernel rules (Rymon 1993).The \dropping conditions" technique (Michalski et al. 1983) could be applied to simplify the rules. Instead,to obtain faster performance, a decision tree is �rst constructed based on the partitioned approximationspace, and a certainty factor is associated with each leaf of the tree. After we collect the set of decisionrules from this tree, we apply the same rule generation to generate kernel rules. Our classi�cation procedureis presented in Section 6. We treat each rule as a piece of uncertain evidence, which by itself is of littlevalue with respect to classi�cation, but which jointly with other rules can provide a substantial input tothe classi�cation process. Experimental results are given in Section 7. Finally, conclusions are presented inSection 8. 3



2 Concept Learning in Attribute-Value SystemsWe view concept learning as �nding a discriminating description of objects with a particular value for adecision attribute in an attribute-value system.Formally, an attribute-value system S (also called an information system (Pawlak 1991)) is a quadruplehU; A; V; fi, where U = fx1; x2; :::; xng is a �nite set of objects; A is a �nite set of attributes; the attributesin A are further classi�ed into two disjoint subsets, the condition attributes C and the decision attributes Dsuch that A = C [D and C \D = ;; V = SAi2A VAi is a set of attribute values where VAi is the domainof attribute Ai; f : U �A! V is an information function which assigns particular values from the domainsof attributes to objects such that f(xi; Ai) 2 VAi , for all xi 2 U and Ai 2 A.The collection of attribute-value sets describing a group of objects constitutes a set of training examples.Also, typically D = fdg is a singleton set with the function f(x; d) : U � d ! Vd. The decision attributed 2 A corresponds to the concepts to be learned. A concept is simply a set of domain objects with a particularvalue Vdj 2 Vd for attribute d. Here, we consider only one discrete decision attribute.The goal of concept learning is to �nd a discriminating description of the subset Yj of objects with thevalue of the attribute d equal to Vdj that is as simple as possible. In other words, the goal is to learn thedescription of the set Yj = fx 2 U : f(x; d) = Vdj ; Vdj 2 Vdg. The set Yj will be referred to as the targetconcept or the set of positive cases. The description of the target concept produced by a learning system isusually an expression in predicate logic comprised of symbols (corresponding to attribute names and values)and relational operators (such as =, � and �).Given the task of learning the concepts associated with an k-valued decision attribute, we decomposethe task into k subtasks, each requiring the description of the attribute-value system associated with oneparticular concept Yj ; 1 � j � k. We construct an associated attribute-value system for each conceptYj , with unchanged condition attributes and a new binary decision attribute dj. The objects included inthe set Yj are called positive cases; all other concepts are grouped together to form a complement :Yj ofthe concept Yj and the objects belonging to the set :Yj are called negative cases. The remainder of thediscussion, without loss of generality, is restricted to binary decision attributes, with target concept Y andcomplement :Y . 4



3 Learning by Approximate Classi�cation3.1 The Equivalence RelationSince an attribute-value system provides only partial information about the universe, we may not be able todistinguish objects by means of the given attributes and their values. Let B be a subset of A, and let xi; xjbe members of U . A binary relation R(B), called an indiscernibility relation (Pawlak 1984, 1991), is de�nedas follows: R(B) = f(xi; xj) 2 U2 j 8a 2 B; f(xi; a) = f(xj; a)g:We say that xi and xj are indiscernible by the set of attributes B in S if f(xi; a) = f(xj ; a) for everya 2 B. Clearly, R(B) is an equivalence relation on U for every B � A. It classi�es the objects in U into a�nite, preferably small, number of equivalence classes. Thus, we can de�ne two natural equivalence relationsR(C) and R(fdg) on U for an attribute-value system S. A concept Y is an equivalence class of the relationR(fdg). The collection of the two equivalence classes Y and :Y induced by the relation R(fdg) is de�nedas: R�(fdg) = fY; U � Y g = fY;:Y g.Based on the set of condition attributes C, an object xi speci�es the equivalence class [xi]R of the relationR(C): [xi]R = fxj 2 U j 8a 2 C; f(xj ; a) = f(xi; a)gWe de�ne conditional probabilities as:P (Y j[xi]R) = P (Y \ [xi]R)P ([xi]R) = jY \ [xi]Rjj[xi]Rjwhere P (Y j[xi]R) is the conditional probability of occurrence of the concept Y conditioned on the occurrenceof the equivalence class [xi]R. That is,P (Y j[xi]R) = 1 i� [xi]R � Y ;P (Y j[xi]R) > 0 i� [xi]R \ Y 6= ;;P (Y j[xi]R) = 0 i� [xi]R \ Y = ;:5



3.2 �-Approximate Classi�cationMost learning algorithms assume that each equivalence class fall into a single unique concept (i.e., P (Y j[xi]R) =1 or P (Y j[xi]R = 0). However, sets of real-world training examples are almost invariably imprecise, so oneequivalence class may fall into more than one concepts. In the rough sets, if a particular equivalence classfall into multiple concepts, then usually either all candidate concepts are presented (Pawlak 1991) or themost likely concept is chosen (Ziarko 1993). The most likely concept is chosen based on the conditionalprobability distributions of positive and negative objects occurring within the equivalence class.Given an attribute-value system S = hU;C [ fdg; V; fi and an equivalence relation R(C) on U , Ziarko(1993) de�ned a �-approximation space ASP for the condition attributes C as a quadruple hU;R(C); P; �i,where P is the probability measure described above and � is a user-speci�ed real number in the range[0; 0:5). The equivalence classes induced by the relation R(C) are called elementary sets in ASP becausethey represent the smallest groups of objects which are distinguishable in terms of the attributes and theirvalues.Let Y � U be a subset of objects in U representing positive cases, and R�(C) = fX1; X2; :::; Xng =f[x1]R; [x2]R; :::; [xn]Rg be the collection of equivalence classes induced by the relation R(C). The �-approximation space ASP can be divided into the following three regions:1. The �-positive region of the set Y :POSC(Y ) = [P (Y jXi)�1��fXi 2 R�(C)g:2. The �-boundary region of the set Y :BNDC (Y ) = [�<P (Y jXi)<1��fXi 2 R�(C)g:6



3. The �-negative region of the set Y :NEGC(Y ) = [P (Y jXi)��fXi 2 R�(C)g:The �-positive region of the set Y corresponds to all elementary sets of U that can be classi�ed into theconcept Y with probability P (Y jXi) greater than or equal to the parameter 1� �. Similarly, the �-negativeregion of the set Y corresponds to all elementary sets of U that can be classi�ed into the concept Y withprobability P (Y jXi) less than or equal to the parameter �. In other words, all elementary sets of U belongingto the �-negative region of the set Y can be classi�ed into the complementary concept :Y with probabilityP (:Y jXi) greater than or equal to the parameter 1� �. The �-boundary region of the set Y corresponds toall elementary sets of U which cannot be classi�ed into Y or :Y according to the user de�ned parameter �.Let xi 2 U be an object, and let POSC(Y ) and NEGC(Y ) be the �-positive and �-negative regions ofconcept Y , respectively. The object xi is classi�ed as belonging to concept Y if and only if xi 2 POSC(Y ),and it is classi�ed as belonging to the complement :Y if and only if xi 2 NEGC(Y ). In concept learning,we must decide whether xi is in the concept Y on the basis of the set of equivalence classes in ASP ratherthan on the basis of Y itself. This means that we deal with POSC(Y ) and NEGC(Y ) instead of the setY . If xi 2 U is in POSC(Y ), then the probability P (Y jXi) that it is can be classi�ed into the concept Y isgreater than or equal to the parameter 1� �.3.3 Automatic Selection of �A signi�cant limitation of the �-approximation classi�cation technique as de�ned in Ziarko (1993) is thedi�culty of choosing an appropriate value for the parameter �. In RIAC, a suitable value for � is determinedbased on the objects in the attribute-value system (database), instead of asking the user to enter a value.Our approach is based on the probability distribution associated with the classi�cation. Given a databaseand a speci�ed concept Y , P (Y ) is the fraction of objects in the given database that are in concept Y . Basedon this information, which can be readily obtained prior to generating any rule, we can classify any unseenobject into Y with probability P (Y ), or into :Y with probability 1 � P (Y jXi). Now, given a database,7



a speci�ed concept Y , and an equivalence class Xi as a generated rule, we have P (Y jXi), which is theconditional probability of the occurrence of the concept Y conditioned on the occurrence of the equivalenceclass Xi. We can predict that any object which matches the equivalence class Xi belongs to concept Y withthe probability P (Y jXi). The classi�cation gain of an equivalence class Xi is de�ned asCG(Xi) = P (Y jXi) � P (Y );which measures how much is gained by classifying an unseen object into Y based on the information of theprobabilities of the equivalence class Xi and the concept Y . If CG(Xi) > 0, then using the equivalence classXi is helpful for classifying an unseen object into the concept Y , so Xi should be placed in the positiveregion. Similarly, If CG(Xi) < 0, then using Xi is helpful for classifying an unseen object into the concept:Y , so Xi should be placed in the negative region. When CG(Xi) is equal to 0, then using Xi doesn'tadd any useful information about classi�cation and Xi is placed in the boundary region. Our rede�ned�-approximation classi�cation is as follows:1. The �-positive region of the set Y :POSC(Y ) = [P (Y jXi)>P (Y )fXi 2 R�(C)g:2. The �-boundary region of the set Y :BNDC(Y ) = [P (Y jXi)=P (Y )fXi 2 R�(C)g:3. The �-negative region of the set Y :NEGC(Y ) = [P (Y jXi)<P (Y )fXi 2 R�(C)g:This revised version is motivated by the desire to analyze and identify data patterns based on informationavailable in the database rather than according to a user de�ned parameter.8



Learnability of a concept from a set of training examples is an important issue in inductive learning. Ifthe �-positive region does not exist for a particular concept, then no rule can be constructed for this concept.4 Attribute SelectionUsually there are too many attributes for all to be used by a learning system. Some may be redundantor irrelevant. Attribute selection attempts to select a subset of the attributes that is necessary and su�-cient to describe a target concept before rule generation. It is also important to accelerate learning andto improve learning quality (Kira and Rendell 1992). Our method does not su�er from the \splinteringproblem"(Domingos 1995; Holte et al. 1989), because each attribute is selected based on the entire data set.4.1 Binarization of Attribute-Value SystemsOur method for binarization of an attribute-value system is based on identifying cases where one particularvalue for an attribute is worth distinguishing but the other possible values are not. Suppose attribute A hasvalues fa1; a2; a3; a4g (i.e., the 4 attribute-value pairs for A are fhA = a1i; hA = a2i; hA = a3i; hA = a4ig).If only a3 is relevant for distinguishing a concept, then the domain for A can be simpli�ed to fa3;:a3g bygeneralizing a1; a2; and a4 to :a3.If an attribute Ai 2 A is discrete, then each attribute-value pair hAi = V ALji corresponds to a binaryvalued attribute Aij: f(x;Aij) = 1 if f(x;Ai) 2 V ALj and f(x;Aij) = 0 if f(x;Ai) 62 V ALj , where V ALjis a set of values from the domain VAi of attribute Ai. Creating a binary attribute corresponding to eachof m possible values of an attribute expands the search space of the learning process. If an attribute hasm possible values, then there are 2m � 2 di�erent attribute-value pairs of these values. Since disjunctivevalues may occur after generalization, a very large search space of attribute-value pairs may result, causingan increase in the cost of �nding the best attribute-value pair. Methods for reducing such a search space arereported in (Breiman 1984; Quinlan 1992). To reduce the search space in the learning process, the V AL setof an attribute-value pair for a discrete attribute is restricted to a singleton value in RIAC.For each continuous attribute Ai, a set of cutpoints CPAi = fV AL0; V AL1; V AL2; ..., V ALNg isdesigned, either by using user-supplied discretization formula or by applying automatic discretization al-9



gorithms (Catlett 1991; Fayyad & Irani 1992). V AL0 and V ALN are the minimum and maximum val-ues of the attribute and V AL0 < V AL1 < V AL2 < ::: < V ALN . However, the natural interval valuesV ALn = V nAi+V n+1Ai2 can be used as the cutpoints, where V nAi is an element of the set of distinct valuesVAi = fV 0Ai ; V 1Ai ; :::; V nAi; :::; VNAig of the attribute Ai and V 0Ai < V 1Ai < ::: < V NAi . Each attribute-value pairhAi; V ALji corresponds to a binary valued attribute Aij : f(x;Aij) = 1 if f(x;Ai) > V ALj and f(x;Aij) = 0if f(x;Ai) � V ALj , where V ALj is jth element of the set of cutpoints CPAi for the attribute Ai.We use the information gain Gain (Breiman 1984; Quinlan 1986) to assign signi�cance values to eachbinary attribute to evaluate its ability to discriminate objects in U . Typically, higher signi�cance valuesfor a attribute indicates greater interaction with the decision attribute d. If the binary attribute Aij isirrelevant or weakly relevant to the current binary decision attribute d, we eliminate this attribute while�nding classi�cation table for decision attribue d.Attribute reduction, as described in Section 4.2, can be applied to remove the irrelevant or unnecessaryattributes from the binarized attribute-value system. To reduce the search space and remove the weaklyrelevant attributes, an optional module has been implemented in RIAC system. It is performing internalsearch looking for attribute-value pairs which maximize the given information gain. Without losing generality,the generalized attribute-value system is created based on all attribute-value pairs whose information gainsreach or exceed a threshold. The threshold can be calculated as the product of MaxGain (the maximuminformation gain of all attribute-value pairs) and the user-speci�ed tolerance level TL (0 � TL � 1) (Chenget al. 1988;Fayyad 1994). After generalization, the approximate classi�cation tries to partition it into the �-positive, �-boundary, and �-negative regions. If the �-positive region exists, then we can apply the followingsteps to generate rules. For the sake of convenience, the generalized attribute-value system is still called anattribute-value system in the following sections.4.2 Attribute ReductionIt is desirable to remove those condition attributes which do not provide any additional information aboutthe objects in U . A relative reduct (Pawlak 1991) is a minimal su�cient subset of a set of attributes whichhas the same ability to discern concepts as the full set of attributes.10



Given an attribute-value system S = hU;C [ fdg; V; fi, the degree of dependency K�(C; fdg) in therelationship between the groups attributes C and fdg can be de�ned asK�(C; fdg) = jPOSC(Y )j+ jNEGC(Y )jjU j :The degree of dependency K�(C; fdg) is the proportion of those objects in the attribute-value system whichcan be roughly or de�nitely assigned into the �-positive and the �-negative regions. It characterizes theability to predict the concept Y and :Y from objects in the attribute-value system. An attribute a is saidto be dispensable in C with respect to fdg if K�(C�fag; fdg) = K�(C; fdg); otherwise a is an indispensableattribute in C with respect to fdg. A subset of condition attributes B � C is said to be a dependent set in Swith respect to fdg if there exists a proper subset E � B such that K�(B; fdg) = K�(E; fdg); otherwise B isan independent set with respect to fdg. A relative reduct C 0 of attributes C is a maximal independent subsetof condition attributes with respect to fdg. The intuition behind the relative reduct is the preservation ofthe concept's certainty regions, i.e., POSC(Y ) and NEGC(Y ), while discarding unnecessary attributes.More than one relative reduct may exist for a given attribute-value system. Selection of a \best" reductdepends on the optimality criterion associated with the attributes. Here, we base the decision on thesigni�cance values computed by the information gain in the previous section 4.1.To compute a relative reduct the GENRED algorithm from (Shan et al. 1995) is adapted here by theaddition of handling the imprecise data. With GENRED, each condition attribute is tested by removingit temporarily from the set of attributes C. At each step, the degree of dependency is calculated based onthe remaining attributes in the set C. If the degree of dependency has been changed (i.e., K�(C; fdg) 6=K�(C 0 ; fdg)), then the attribute is restored to the set C; otherwise, the attribute is permanently discarded.The attributes remaining in set C at the end form a relative reduct. The �nal collection of conditionattributes contains only non-redundant attributes and preserves the degree of dependency with the decisionfdg. 11



5 Rule GenerationBased on the relative reduct obtained as discussed in Section 4, a set of decision rules RULE+ for the targetconcept Y can be obtained directly. Each rule r+i 2 RULE+ has an associated certainty factor ci = P (Y jXi).A rule r+i matches an equivalence class Xi 2 POSRED(Y ) � R�(RED). If an object satis�es the decisionrules in RULE+, then the object belongs to Y with some degree of certainty.Here, we are only interested in constructing a set of decision rules for the positive region (target conceptY ). The rules in RULE+ describe this region, but they may contain attributes whose values are irrelevantin determining the target concept. A decision rule obtained by dropping the maximum possible number ofconditions is called a kernel rule (Rymon 1993).Rule Induction using the strategy of \conquer-without-separating" (Domingos 1995; Shan et al. 1995)from the data set can alleviate the splintering problem. It can make e�ective use of statistical measuresto combat noise, because each rule is generated taking into consideration the entire data set in a \speci�c-to-general" fashion. However, this gain may be o�set by an increase in computational costs, and thistrade-o� needs to be explored further. An alternative approach is implemented in RIAC to alleviate thehigh computational problem. A decision tree is �rst constructed based on the relative reduct, and a set ofprobabilistic decision rules RULE+ is collected from this tree. Then using the GENRULES algorithmfrom (Shan et al. 1995), each new rule is evaluated with respect to dropping each condition in that rule.The evaluation function for a condition ci of a rule cond ! dec is: SIG(ci) = P (cond� fcig)(P (Y jcond�fcig)� P (Y )). Conditions with the higher signi�cance values are dropped �rst. After a condition has beendropped, the signi�cance values of the remaining conditions are updated. This process is repeated until nocondition can be dropped.6 Classi�cationIn general, rules induced from a database are used to classify each unseen object into an appropriate concept.A simple approach, adapted by many systems involves �nding the best rule whose conditions are satis�ed,directly or indirectly (i.e., after applying some prede�ned mapping) by the corresponding values of the input12



vector. With the exception of special cases, this approach ignores the fact that the rules produced fromdata are inherently uncertain and the associated decision probabilities (if computed at all) are only crudeestimates, rather weakly supported by available data.Instead of using a single rule to suggest a decision, which tends to minimize the number of rules used,RIAC uses as much input as possible in its classi�cation and tends to maximize the number of rules used.Essentially, our classi�cation procedure combines as many pieces of evidence (rules) as possible. Clearly,there are many possible ways of combining such evidence and the technique implemented in our approachand described below is only one possibility.In our approach, each rule is associated by a value of rule quality,Q(r), computed from training database.The criterion of rule quality Q(r) is based on the estimation of the following conditional probabilities:P (condjY ), P (Y jcond), P (condj:Y ) and P (:Y jcond), where the rule r describes the concept Y . Intuitively,if a rule r and the target concept Y are well connected in statistical sense, then the conditional probabili-ties P (condjY ) and P (Y jcond) should yield high values and the conditional probabilities P (condj:Y ) andP (:Y jcond) should yield low values. Consequently, based on this intuition, the rule quality measure usedby our approach is de�ned as:Q(r) = [P (condjY ) + P (Y jcond)� P (condj:Y )� P (:Y jcond)]=2Clearly, �1 � Q(r) � 1. This measure has two extremes: Q(r) = 1 if the rule r matches all of objectsbelonging to the target concept Y and Q(r) = �1 if the rule r matches all of objects belonging to theconcept :Y .For an unseen object, �rst complete matching is attempted. The object is classi�ed as belonging to aparticular concept Y with the highest decision score DS(Y ), which is de�ned as the following formula:DS(Y ) =Xi Q(ri);for i = 1 to the number of matching rules in the concept Y .If complete matching fails, partial matching is considered where some attribute-value pairs of a rule may13



match the value corresponding attributes for the unseen object. A partial matching score PMS(r) betweena rule r and an unseen object obj is de�ned as follows:PMS(r) = mn � Q(r);where n is the number of attribute-value pairs in the conditions of rule r, and m is the number of attribute-value pairs satis�ed by both rule r and object obj. For the partial matching, the decision score DS(Y ) forthe concept Y is de�ned as follows: DS(Y ) =Xi PMS(ri);for i = 1 to the number of partially matching rules in the target concept Y . In partial matching, the unseenobject is also classi�ed as the concept with the highest value of the decision score.7 ExperimentsRIAC has been evaluated by comparing its performance with other methods on some standard machinelearning problems. To evaluate RIAC, we measured the prediction accuracy of the learned rules on testexamples.7.1 Performance Comparison on the MONK's ProblemsThe MONK's problems (Thrun et al. 1991; Wu et al. 1995) are three arti�cially constructed problemsand are well-studied. The three Monk's problems, call MONK1;MONK2 and MONK3, represent threedi�erent types of learning tasks with two binary and four nominal attributes. The example space contains432 (3�3�2�3�4� 2) possible examples. They di�er in the type of the concept to be learned, and in theamount of noise in the training examples. Each problem MONKi is speci�ed by a logical description of aconcept, a training set MONK TRNi, and a testing set MONK TSTi. The learning task is to generalizeover the training set and, if the learning technique allows, to derive a simple concept description. The testingset MONK TSTi for the problemMONKi is then used to measure the predictive accuracy of the resultingconcept description. 14



Algorithm #-Rules AccuracyMONK TRN1 MONK TRN2 MONK TRN3 MONK TST1 MONK TST2 MONK TST3C4.5 59 113 27 82.4% 69.7% 90.3%HCV 7 39 18 100.0% 81.7% 90.3%RIAC 8 37 23 100.0% 91.90% 95.83%Table 1: Performance Comparison on the MONK's Problems.A performance comparison of RIAC with C4.5 (Quinlan 1992) and HCV (Wu et al. 1995) on the MONK'sproblems is shown in Table 1. The results for C4.5 and HCV are from (Wu et al. 1995). \ #-Rule" is thenumber of rules generated by the learning algorithm and \Accuracy" is the classi�cation accuracy when thegenerated rules set are used to classify the testing set. In all cases, RIAC produces fewer and more accuraterules than C4.5. RIAC produces more accurate results than HCV but produces more rules to do so.7.2 Performance Comparison on Additional Data SetsWe also compared this accuracy to that for C4.5RULE, the \rule" portion of the output generated by C4.5(Quinlan 1993). We chose 21 databases from the UC Irvine repository. Each database is stored and processedas a single relation table.For our experiments, we used \leave-one-out" cross validation to compare RIAC and C4.5RULE (Quinlan1993) on a given database. Leave-one-out testing is an elegant and reliable technique for estimating predictionaccuracy. Given a data set containing n objects, leave-one-out testing removes one object, generates rulesusing the remaining n � 1 objects as a training sample, and tests these rules using the removed object asa test object. This procedure is repeated n times, using each object in turn. The prediction accuracy iscalculated as the number of correctly classi�ed objects divided by n. Leave-one-out testing is computationallyexpensive, but it gives a more reliable estimate of prediction accuracy than other approaches. Given thesame algorithm and data set, leave-one-out testing always reports the same prediction accuracy. On theother hand, ten-fold testing randomly partitions the data set into ten subsets and uses each in turn as atraining sample. When applied repeatedly to the same algorithm, this method yields varying results becausedi�erent random subsets are chosen.Table 2 shows the results from the experiments described above. Boldface is used to indicate betterresults. For each database and algorithm, we report the prediction accuracy as determined by leave-one-outtesting. At the bottom of the table, each column's average is shown. On 3 out of 21 databases, the behavior15



Dataset Size #Concepts RIAC (%) C4.5 (%)append 106 2 86.89 84.91australian 690 2 83.19 82.75balance-scale 625 3 75.84 77.28breast-cancer(wisconsin) 699 2 94.99 96.00glass 214 7 70.56 71.50heart 270 2 79.63 74.44housing 506 2 85.38 83.20ionosphere 351 2 94.59 94.87iris 150 3 98.00 95.33lenses 24 3 79.17 83.33lung-cancer 32 3 50.00 50.00monktst1 432 3 100.0 100.0monktst2 432 3 100.0 70.00monktst3 432 3 100.0 100.0pima 768 2 73.34 74.87shuttle 15 2 66.67 40.00soybean-small 47 4 100.0 97.87tictac 958 2 99.90 99.48vote 435 2 96.32 96.30wine 178 3 97.25 92.70zoo 101 7 96.04 93.06Average 87.04 83.71Table 2: The Leave-one-out Comparisons on 21 Databases.of RIAC and C4.5RULE is similar. On 12 Out of 21 databases, the RIAC achieves a signi�cant improvementon prediction accuracy over C4.5RULE. The average prediction accuracy of RIAC is higher than C4.5RULE.8 ConclusionsWe have described the RIAC method for generating probabilistic decision rules from imprecise data. Thiscapability is important because in practice we seldom have complete and consistent information for thedesign of intelligent systems. The salient feature of the proposed method is that it makes use of the statisticalinformation inherent in the attribute-value system. Furthermore, our method can deal with uncertainty, orwork with the presence of noise.Learnability of training set is another important issue in inductive learning. It is associated with theuncertainty that exists in the data set. Such data may result in the failure of a learning algorithm in derivingclassi�cation rules. We deal with this problem by using an extension of rough sets theory. The approximateclassi�cation partitions the dataset into the �-positive, �-boundary and �-negative regions. If �-positive16



region exists, then we can apply rule generation to construct a set of decision rules for the target concept.Most machine learning approaches to the induction of rules from examples fall into two categories:\divide-and-conquer"(Quinlan 1986) and \separate-and conquer" (Clark and Niblett 1989; Michalski 1983).The former recursively partition the instance space until the remaining small instance space roughly belongsto the uniform concept. The latter induces one rule at a time and removes the instances covered by thisrule until no more rule can be generated. Such methods su�er from the \splintering problem", because thesize of the available sample dwindles, resulting in decision being made with less and less statistical support.Statistical anomalies become harder to weed out, and noise sensitivity increase. As the result, the over�tingand incorrect rules may be generated and decrease prediction accuracy (Domingos 1995; Holte et. al. 1989).To alleviate the splintering problem, other systems (Domingos 1995; Shan et. al. 1995; Slowinski 1992) usingthe strategy of \conquer-without-separating" to induce rules from the data set. It can make e�ective use ofstatistic measures to combat noise, because each rule is generated taking into consideration the entire dataset in a \speci�c-to-general" fashion. This method handles missing values without �lling in with arti�cialvalues, because each equivalence class or case is accounted for as a speci�c rule being generated.The classi�cation problem consist of assigning an unseen object, described by values of attributes, toone of a set of pre-de�ned concepts. The classi�cation is performed on the basis of rules derived fromprevious experience by the learning algorithm. Decision rules in the classi�cation procedure are not equallyimportant or reliable for performing classi�cation even though they have the same predictive accuracy. Theyare supported by di�ering numbers of objects from training data. For this reason, each rule in RIAC has arule quality rating computed from the database when the rule is generated. Here, we did not directly use thenumber of objects as the rule quality, because probabilistic rules contain both positive and negative cases.Two matching approaches have been proposed based on the rule quality measure.In addition to the theoretical analysis, experimental results for our method have been given. Experimentalstudies show that RIAC has a higher average prediction accuracy on 21 databases than C4.5RULE. However,this improvement may be o�set by an increase in computational costs. We do not conclude that RIAC isbetter for all applications than C4.5RULE. Di�erent systems will be suitable for di�erent real-world domains.With the growth of applications of knowledge discovery from databases, a variety of approaches are needed,17
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